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CraFTSMaNSHIP
SINCe 1886

our prefinished wood flooring designs became instant trend in interior 
decoration on all markets and set reference for wood decoration. This was just 
the beginning, driven by innovations we have reshaped industry once again 
by using digital printing technology on our wood flooring in order to create 
unique designs that could not be produced since wood was used as flooring.
Not just the design, but the overall product quality was also something that 
formed our future as leader in wood flooring industry.  

Good 
For YoU 

To kNow
By using digital printing, we are able 
to combine natural beauty of real 
wood flooring and infinite designing 
possibilities.

we have also introduced authentic 
Tango Vintage collection, with exquisite 
surface effects and exceptional beauty. 

during all these years, we did not forget 
to think about the next generations and 
ensure them happier and healthier future 
by being environmentally responsible 
and committed to natural resource 
preservation.

The story of Tarkett began in the late 1800s in Malmö in Sweden, in a little 
carpentry workshop which was making solid strip parquet, while ”multi-layer 
parquet” was invented some years later. Since then, making beautiful and 
quality floors has been our daily business. Thanks to our entrepreneurial 
spirit and innovative approach we have made it all the way up to here - 1,3 
million square meters of flooring sold every day on a global level. 
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wHaT doeS  
YoUr dreaM 
FLoor Look 

LIke?
Choosing a new floor is often a major event. It needs 
to be suitable for everyday use as well as for special 
occasions, and, not least, it needs to look good – 
for a long time. we believe that the most important 
thing is to choose a floor with an appearance that 
suits you and your lifestyle. That is why Tarket wood 
design excellence is all about appearance, everything 
from different patterns to wood species and colours in 
different rooms and situations.

TaNGo oak american antique white Br
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“I have been working at Tarkett for 10 years now and I am directly responsible 
for product design by sorting lamella into defined grades of wood. apart 
from product visual appearance control, my daily task is to organize 
other employees at our production line and I have responsibility for final 
quality control – before taking further steps in production process. My 
work motivation comes from everyday contact with wood as natural, living 
material and the fact that a single lamella is not the same. For me, the 
most interesting part is sorting exotic wood species due to their vivid and 
pronounced structure. also, I am inspired by the fact that I am creating a 
product which refines one’s living space and contributes to warmth of their 
home. what I appreciate most about the company I work for is attention 
which Tarkett treats employees with, as well as respect for safety measures 
and environmental commitment.”

Tarkett wood flooring is today manufactured in many different countries. The 
floors are manufactured in modern facilities for people and environments 
around the world. However, some aspects of production are still performed by 
hand in order to ensure the highest possible quality. This is why we strongly 
believe that there is nothing more perfect and capable of preserving natural 
and beautiful look of the wood than human eye.

MY joB IS 
CoNTrIBUTING 

To TarkeTT’S 
eXCeLLeNT 

deSIGN

More THaN 

600.000 satisfied customers
200 products  

10 surface effects
30 stains

10 additional effects 
10 grades of wood

wHY do PeoPLe 
TrUST US?

Maja jaNjIć, operater at lamella sorting line (at Tarkett since 2005)
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THe PSYCHoLoGY 
oF CoLor

Choosing combinations of colors in your room can sometimes be serious 
and hard-working task. Colors have the power to change the shape and size 
of furnishings as well as the shape and size of the room itself. 

Generally, light colors are making rooms seem larger and brighter, while 
dark colors are sophisticated and warm - they give large rooms a more 
intimate appearance. keep in mind that each color has a psychological value 
- some hues work better than others do at encouraging certain activities. 
For instance, blue increases productivity and creativity, objects painted 
in red look more attractive, while green colour means tranquility and has 
calming effect. Therefore, particular colors work better in certain rooms of 
your home because of the moods they create. Similar to the walls, flooring 
can set the tone for the rest of the room, so when choosing wood flooring 
draw inspiration from your current furniture, walls, finishes and choose a 
flooring that compliments these colors. 

Here are some general tips and guidelines when it comes to using particular 
colour in different rooms, as well as combining colours of different parts of 
interior, such as floor, walls, furniture, etc. 

wHaT Mood do YoU waNT 
To CreaTe? wHICH CoLor 
To USe IN order To FeeL 
More CoMForTaBLe? 

Good 
For YoU 

To kNow
Make color count by using it on just 
one large object – for instance part of 
furniture or carpet.

For a bolder approach, try using two 
different colors in the same room. For 
example, paint a built-in bookcase or 
niche a shade of green in a room with 
blue walls, which will highlight the items 
on the bookcase or inside the recessed 
area. of course, architectural elements 
can also provide continuity throughout a 
house if they are painted the same color 
in every room. 
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red raises a room’s energy level. In the living room or dining room, red 
draws people together and stimulates conversation, as well as appetite. 
In an entryway, it creates a strong first impression. It has been proved 
that red color raises the blood pressure, speed respiration and heart 
rate. By combining red color with natural, lighter wood flooring, you 
can make your room look calmer and brighter. 

SaLSa PreMIUM, oak Topaz
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Green seem to be the most restful color for the eye. In the kitchen, 
green cools things down; in a family room or living room, it has enough 
warmth to promote comfort and togetherness. Green also has a calming 
effect and it is believed to relieve stress by helping people relax. In 
order to keep that tranquility in your room achieved by using green 
color, the advice is to use wood flooring in pastel, warm colors such as 
white, beige or grey. 

TaNGo VINTaGe, Tuscany
12 13



Yellow captures the joy of sunshine and communicates happiness. It is 
perfect for kitchens, dining rooms, and bathrooms, where happy colors 
are energizing and uplifting. In halls, entries, and small spaces, yellow 
can feel expansive and welcoming. Since studies show that people are 
more likely to lose their temper in a yellow interior, wood flooring in 
yellow room should be of calm color – for instance beige or light brown.

PerForMaNCe FaSHIoN, Coco Shine
14 15



Blue is said to bring down blood pressure and slow respiration and heart 
rate. That is why it is considered calming, relaxing and serene, and it 
is often recommended for bedrooms and bathrooms. It also stimulates 
productivity and creativity, which is why it is often recommended for 
offices. when it comes to wood flooring, think of combining silvery 
greys, blues, natural wood tones and white.

SaLSa arT, Shades of Grey
16 17



Purple in its darkest values is rich, dramatic, and sophisticated. It is 
associated with luxury as well as creativity. Lighter versions of purple, 
such as lavender and lilac, bring restful quality to bedrooms and living 
rooms. Purple color can go along with both lighter and darker wood 
flooring – if you want to make room look bigger, then use lighter floor 
and if you want to maintain the level of elegance and luxury, then go 
for darker colors of floor.

SaLSa arT VISIoN, Bright as Yellow
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orange evokes excitement, enthusiasm and is an energetic color. 
It brings out all the emotions that you need released during your 
daily routine. orange combines the energy of red and the happiness 
of yellow. Ideally, in terms of lighter hues of orange, it is advised to 
create contrast and depth by using dark brown wood flooring, while in 
terms of darker hues of orange, natural unstained flooring would be a 
good choice.

TaNGo VINTaGe, Porto
20 21



Neutrals (black, gray, white, and brown) are basic to the decorator’s 
tool kit. all-neutral schemes fall in and out of fashion, but their virtue 
lies in their flexibility. Black is best used in small doses as an accent. 
Bring depth to a neutral room by using darker wood flooring. If color 
is not your thing, create some excitement with texture and brushed 
surface, which emphasizes wood grain and structure.

rUMBa, ash Stone
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TaNGo arT, Brown Barcelona

The good news is that there is a lot to 
choose from, when it comes to wood 
flooring. Choices today include not only 
old-fashioned wood strips in the usual 
ash or oak, but also flooring made from 
exotic wood species. wood flooring can 
be as sleek and smooth with a high gloss 
finish or it can be rustic with natural 
grain and knots showing through the 
finish.

For modern home you may consider wood 
flooring that shows off the elegant lines 
of your home with lighter floors, while 
for traditional home you may consider 
dark wood floors that are reminiscent of 
the time period of your home. Choose a 
wood flooring that matches with your 
interior and brings out the best of your 
home.

CHooSe 
a wood 

FLoorING 
STYLe

CHooSe 
a wood 

FLoorING 
CoLor

when choosing wood flooring, think 
of your floor as a blank canvas and find 
inspiration in your current walls and 
furniture, play with lights, contrast and 
colors.

Light floors give a unique look and light 
and airy feel to a room. open up a small 
room with light color of wood flooring or 
create dramatic look with dark flooring. 
darker flooring will allow other colors 
in the room to pop up. If your room does 
not have enough light, dark flooring can 
make it look smaller.

TaNGo arT, white Moscow
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5STYLE SYNOPSIS
T O P  F I V E  I N T E R I O R  D E S I G N  S T Y L E S

Good 
For YoU 

To kNow
Contemporary, unlike its counterparts 
is not a definitive design style. rather, 
the term is used contextually to mean 
the trends of a specific time. as a stand-
alone, it refers to the design trends of 
the moment; thus with the upsurge in 
popularity of modern design, the two 
terms are often corfused. 

CONTEMPORARY

MODERN

Well suited for small 
spaces, as it amplifies 
the illusion of space

Minimal use of 
textures Asymmetrical balance in 

furniture and layout

Clean lined design

Avoids excessive 
accessories and 
decorations

Smooth, clean and 
geometric shapes 
essential. Frequently 
uses curvy lines

Negative space as 
important as objects

Bespoke and 
unique furniture

Basic and bare but bold, 
often including pops of 
bright color

Colors tend 
toward naturals 
or neutrals
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TRADITIONAL

TOP 
I N T E R I O R

D E S I G N

      s t y l e s5
I N T E R I O R

D E S I G N

      s t y l e s

INDUSTRIAL/URBAN

FaSHIoN
FaCT

There are no hard-and-fast rules when 
decorating your home! Feel free to mix 
and match design styles to create a look 
that is ec-lec-tic [ih∙klek∙tik] — derived 
from multiple styles/sources and reflects 
your personal style.

CLASSIC

SOURCES

http://www.onlinedesignteacher.com/interior_design/interior_design_styles.html#modern

http://www.interiordesignipedia.com/interior-design-styles.html

http://designlike.com/2011/10/10/9-basic-styles-in-interior-design/

http://interiordec.abour.com/od/contemporarystyle/a/contemporarystl.htm

http://www.helioscreen.com.au/modern-traditional-interior-design/

http://www.mymove.com/resources/decorating/furniture/furniture-styles-modern-contemporary-tradeitional-and-classic.html

Reflects consistency, 
order, and attention to 
detail

Has a comfortable, 
homey, unfussy feel

Furniture pieces and 
accents are placed in pairs 
and coordinate

Floral patterns 
are commonly 
used

Fabric colors and 
patterns are often 
muted and understated

Woods are 
dark, with 
ornate 
carvings

Natural colors 
and materials

Elegant 
fabrics

Furnishings arranged 
around a focal point, 
such as the fireplace

Order,
symmetry and 
balance are key

Room as a whole 
has a harmonious, 
coordinated look

Classic furniture 
is even richer 
than Traditional, 
with museum-like 
quality to it

Furniture is
often 
reproduction

Edges are soft and 
curved

Use of industrial 
materials such as 
metals, brick, or 
rough wood

Exposed structural 
materials used as a 
feature

Often seen in converted 
lofts or buildings that 
were originally industrial 
premises

Unique  
non-fuctional 
objects used as 
features, such as 
ladders

Aims to create open 
space. Open floor plans 
are common in industrial 
style homes
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Porto Montenegro

CaTeGorY
apartments

CoUNTrY
Montenegro, Tivat

INSTaLLaTIoN Year
2015

TarkeTT SoLUTIoN
Tango, oak Seashell 

area
10200m2

TarkeTT
reFereNCeS
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Milanović
inženjering

CaTeGorY
Business offices

CoUNTrY
Serbia, kragujevac

INSTaLLaTIoN Year
2014

TarkeTT SoLUTIoN
Tango, oak Schwarzwald 

area
200m2
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atera

CaTeGorY
Business hotel

CoUNTrY
Serbia, Belgrade

INSTaLLaTIoN Year
2015

TarkeTT SoLUTIoN
Tango, oak Schwarzwald
Tango Vintage, Bordeaux 

area
150m2
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Сердце Столицы

CaTeGorY
residential complex

CoUNTrY
russia, Moscow

INSTaLLaTIoN Year
2015

TarkeTT SoLUTIoN
rumba, oak Snow
Salsa art, Touch of Grey
Salsa art, white Pearl

area
300m2 - show room
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dIGITaL PrINTING 
oN reaL wood

By using specially developed equipment for digital printing on real wood, 
Tarkett enhances natural wood beauty with unique and modern designs. 
Thanks to the innovative color application method and possibilities of 
changing colors and nuances combined with the individual grain of each 
board, Tarkett proudly offers a wide variety of exceptional wood flooring 
designs. 

with digital printing technology, 130 years old tradition of creating quality 
wood flooring and the most modern production technology are being 
brought together. Tarkett sets whole new trend in decorating interiors, 
where wood flooring becomes part of your image and provides you with 
an opportunity to make your designing wishes come true. Tarkett`s wood 
flooring has never been so perfect.

Good 
For YoU 

To kNow
each design with digital print is 
composed of several layers, whose color 
can be changed. This means that in order 
to create the desired design, we can 
choose literally infinite number of colors 
and nuances. 
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Note: This is just an overview of different layers of this particular design, not the sequence of their creation - all these layers are created at once.

Digital Print

CoLLeCTIoN NaMe
Performance Fashion

ProdUCT NaMe
Salvatore eccentric

Board STYLe
1 Strip

Board SIze
2215x164x14 mm

wood SPeCIe
oak

SUrFaCe ProTeCTIoN
Proteco Strong Lacquer
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CUSToMIzed
SoLUTIoNS

– FroM Idea
To reaLIzaTIoN

Q: wHere dId THe Idea CoMe FroM aNd wHaT waS THe MaIN GoaL oF THIS 
ProjeCT?
a: design center at the level of eastern europe initiated this project based on 
experience in other flooring categories. Parquet industry has become saturated 
with products of different producers which are very similar to one another. we 
wanted to give our customers new opportunities when it comes to flooring design, 
uniqueness and interior decoration... in other words, “positive customer spirit”, 
as well as to differentiate from competition. Besides, the idea was to introduce 
technology which will enable us to react more quickly to customers’ demands and 
to develop designs in shorter time.

Q: wHaT are THe PoSSIBILITIeS oF dIGITaL PrINTING TeCHNoLoGY?
a: It has great potential, since it allows either full product customization by order 
or making out-of-standard-range-products, when speaking project sales. also, it 
helps us create such visual effects on board, which are not possible to make in 
standard staining process. one more advantage of this technology is the fact that 
the process of designs adaptation is much shorter.  
 

Q: wHere do deSIGNerS FINd INSPIraTIoN For CreaTING New deSIGNS?
a:               designers seek for the inspiration at different points in their environment, such 
as specialized magazines and fairs - « Maison objet » in Paris, « Salone Mobile » in 
Milan, « 100% design » in London. apart from that, they are regularly visiting all 
important markets in eastern europe, in order to get insight into current market 
trends.

Q: How ProCeSS oF deSIGN deVeLoPING LookS LIke, FroM Idea To reaLIzaTIoN?  
a: The ideas come from something that we see around our living environment, maybe even 
something that has nothing to do with floorings. Sometimes from a  photo or a pattern seen 
in a magazine. Then we are going more into details how the final product design should look 
like – dimensions, colors, patterns,…after that, designer is developing the idea by printing 
developed design on the paper. as soon as the visual appearance aspect is satisfied, the design 
is being transferred to the floor board – this is the most important and complicated part of 
design development.

Q: How LoNG doeS IT Take To CreaTe a deSIGN?
a: depending on how demanding a particular design is, it can take up to 3 months. 

Q: wHaT MakeS deSIGNS wITH dIGITaL PrINT dIFFereNT? 
a: The effects that cannot be obtained in standard process of staining, such as, color gradient, 
the ability to print drawings on the board, endless combinations of colors in designs ...

Q: wHICH ParT oF THe ProjeCT waS, IN YoUr oPINIoN, THe MoST INTereSTING?
a: First designs development. Namely, we developed and analyzed designs by printing them 
on paper, until the moment when the equipment was set. Then, everything was supposed to 
be prepared for printing on real wood. For us, it was the biggest challenge to manage that. 
after we made first tests, we were aware that we succeeded in creating unique designs on 
parquet, wherein the natural beauty of wood is preserved.

Q: wHaT are THe MoST IMPorTaNT reSULTS oF THIS ProjeCT UP UNTIL Now?
a: we have proven technology which gives us aforementioned possibilities and we achieved what 
we desired in terms of design. Maybe the most important thing to mention is that we launched 
two new collections (Performance Fashion and Salsa arT Vision) with completely unique designs.  
For us, wood flooring has never been so perfect.

Q: How wILL dIGITaL PrINT TeCHNoLoGY oN reaL wood CHaNGe THe waY IN wHICH INTerIorS 
are BeING deCoraTed?
a: It brings important changes from the customers’ point of view, as well. In the nearest 
future, it will represent the standard way of choosing and buying flooring, where customers 
have possibility to create their “dream floor” and where producer is able to deliver that kind 
of design.

Q: To wHICH eXTeNT doeS wood FLoorING INFLUeNCe INTerIor deCoraTIoN?
a: just as all other floor coverings, wood flooring takes a big part in interior decoration, since 
it makes one third of what is seen when you enter a room. due to this, it has a lot of influence 
on creating a particular interior style.

Q: wHaT are THe TreNdS IN ParQUeT INdUSTrY For 2016?
a: wood flooring with matt, oiled, brushed surface, as well as rustical look.

darko ŽIVkoVIć, designer expert at Tee design Center (at Tarkett since 1999)
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Digital Print

CoLLeCTIoN NaMe
Performance Fashion

NUMBer oF ProdUCTS
20

Board STYLe
1 Strip

Board SIze
2215x164x14 mm

wood SPeCIeS
oak

SUrFaCe ProTeCTIoN
Proteco Strong Lacquer

Paco New Look Vivienne New Look Coco Shine Louis New Look
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Sugar Cinnamon Ivory dreamsGold dust

Digital Print

CoLLeCTIoN NaMe
Salsa art Vison

NUMBer oF ProdUCTS
12

Board STYLe
3 Strip

Board SIze
2283x194x14 mm

wood SPeCIeS
oak, ash

SUrFaCe ProTeCTIoN
Proteco Strong Lacquer

True Blue
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VINTaGe SPIrIT IN 
ParQUeT BoardS

The trend in interior design to mix old and new look continues. People like 
to mix different styles to create their own, personal style. The appearance 
of the floor may play an important role here - either by emphasizing a 
new, modern look or by appearing to be older than it is. Tango Vintage is a 
collection of wood floors with aged appearance - an appearance that brings 
to mind times gone by. 

Inspired by tradition of the world most prominent wine regions and 130 
years long experience of wood processing and manufacturing, Tarkett has 
created authentic and timeless Tango Vintage collection. just like during 
the vintage, when grapes are being carefully picked and transformed into 
the wine of the finest quality, we have selected top quality natural resources 
and the most advanced production techniques in order to produce the 
unique wood flooring with exquisite surface effects such as hand scrape, 
saw mark and distress.

FeeL
THe SPIrIT oF

rICH TradITIoN
aNd BeaUTIFUL

PaST!

Good 
For YoU 

To kNow
The use of wooden barrels plays a 
significant role in winemaking and can 
have a profound effect on the resulting 
wine, affecting its color, flavor and 
texture. 

The use of oak has been prevalent in 
winemaking for at least two millennia - 
the porous nature of an oak barrel allows 
evaporation and oxygenation to occur in 
wine. wines can be barrel fermented in 
oak or placed in oak after fermentation 
for a period of aging or maturation. wine 
matured in oak receives more oak flavors 
and properties than wine fermented. 

a distinct characteristic of rioja wine, 
for instance, is the effect of wood aging, 
which enhances the taste of wine. 

48 49



sPecial effects

CoLLeCTIoN NaMe
Tango Vintage

NUMBer oF ProdUCTS
8

Board STYLe
1 Strip

Board SIze
2215x164x14 mm

wood SPeCIeS
oak, ash

SUrFaCe ProTeCTIoN
Proteco Hardwax oil

Provence andalucia Porto rioja
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VINTaGe
INTerIor

STYLe
‘Vintage Interior design’ is about 
1940’s glamor and the end of  world 
war II. It is extremely nostalgic and 
looks to an elegant time in history for 
influences.

It is all about creating a sense of charm 
and history through old eclectic pieces 
- embracing the things of the past 
and enjoying them just as they are by 
repairing or refinishing them. Vintage 
interior design may have kitsch but it is 
also classical.

For vintage interior design, it is best 
to have a beautiful hardwood floor 
stained to a mid-tone. 

TaNGo VINTaGe, Bordeaux TaNGo arT, Violet Tokyo
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USed, BUT STILL 
New aNd TreNdY

In the late 80`s fashion designer rachel ashwell first introduced the term 
“shabby-chic”. It is a form of interior design where furniture and furnishings 
are either chosen for their appearance of age and signs of wear and tear or 
where new items are distressed to achieve the appearance of an antique. 
Most pieces of “shabby chic” furniture are in average or poor condition, but 
it is their condition that makes them endearing and fashionable.

Shabby chic items are suitable for virtually any room, but it’s important 
that the entire room is decorated in this style. If not, the shabby chic item 
will stand out in a negative way. 

Items used in decorating shabby-chic style may be visibly or intentionally 
distressed and/or vintage in appearance. These items are often heavily 
painted through the years, with many layers showing through obviously 
timeworn areas. Besides white, the shabby chic style also includes soft 
neutral colors such as sky blue, rose pink and beige tones. The feel is warm 
and welcoming and in order to create that shabby-chic feel start with the 
floor. distressed hardwood covered in old lace or floral throw rugs is a great 
place to begin your decorating. The floor should be telling to guests “walk-
on-me.”

TaNGo, oak antique Br
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SkIrTING
- PerFeCT MaTCH

Skirting boards are an essential element for a finished, subtly sophisticated 
look of the interior. This detail gives final touch to the interior design and 
provides finished look of the floor. Skirting boards have not just the pure 
function of covering the junction between the floor and wall, but nowadays, 
give a wide variety of choices for expressing individuality in terms of 
decorating interior.

when developing skirting boards, Tarkett takes into account customers 
demands to have perfect match between wood flooring and skirting designs. 
at the same time, Tarkett skirting boards are developed in the way to satisfy 
not only aesthetics, but also performance criteria. Tarkett skirting helps 
emphasizing the character by adding a subtle highlight to an interior.

TaNGo arT, Grey rome

Good 
For YoU 

To kNow
The height and color of skirting boards 
can influence our sense for space. For 
instance, if your wall is lower than usual 
wall is, skirting should be lower too - 
because higher skirting decrease sense 
of room height. This sense is much more 
emphasized if there is contrast in color 
between wood flooring and skirting.  

SaLSa arT VISIoN, True Blue
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HIGH ProFILe
SkIrTING

white color in terms of interior design means exclusivity and sophistication. 
when it comes to skirting, if you add white color to high profile with curved 
look, then the result is classy with style. Tarkett developed white skirting 
boards in high profile just for that purpose – to enrich the most modern 
interior and to make a home look more ‘stylish’.

TaNGo, oak Cumin Br

Modular skirting gives an opportunity 
to make a kind of two-tone skirting 
board, so that the color of module 
enhances the basic white color and 
transforms this skirting board into a 
real design feature. Several module 
colors allows you to, either make 
contrast or to make calm combination 
for your interior.

M
od

UL
ar

SaLSa arT VISIoN, white Lightning
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wood is a multifunctional material. History reminds us of the importance of 
wood, which has provided us with practical tools, helped us cross the seven 
seas and given us a roof over our heads. It’s of much use in home decor, as 
well as architecture and outdoor decoration and design. 

wood has a unique character and it lends an air of permanence and character 
to a home. If it is crafted with attention, it will endure many years and can 
be passed down through the generations. one of the most important things 
about decorating with wood is how well it blends with the rest of your 
interior design - draperies, area rugs, furniture and accessories. 

FeeL
THe SPIrIT oF
THe NaTUre!

wood - PerFeCT 
eLeMeNT oF eVerY 
INTerIor

Good 
For YoU 

To kNow
walnut is grown in different countries 
and climates and therefore has many 
different shades and temperaments. It is 
well-known to be resistible to expanding 
or shrinking, as another wood would 
do in normal circumstances. This is a 
good thing, considering that airplane 
propellers are structured out of one 
walnut specie. 

whether high in the air, or firmly 
grounded on a floor, walnut is a great ally 
in design.
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wood
deTaILS

wood floors, ceilings and walls are 
the most traditional ways to use this 
natural material in home design. wood 
furniture is another inspiring way 
to involve environmentally friendly 
element in a home décor.

TaNGo arT, Brown Barcelona Tango art, white Moscow
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rUMBa, oak Lava

waLL
CoVerING 
wooden wall coverings are one of the 
earliest forms of interior decoration. 
Throughout the history, the walls of 
european castles were decorated in that 
way – not only to keep the room fresh, 
but as status symbol - to show off the 
wealth and luxury.

walls made of natural wood connect the 
interiors to the peace-giving outdoors, 
by reminding to be surrounded with 
simple, natural materials. also, if 
combined with wood flooring design, 
you have opportunity to emphasize 
the individuality of your living space. 
wooden wall coverings create a cozy 
atmosphere, give an interior a noble look 
and depending on direction the boards 
are installed, these can make a room look 
more spacious.

PerForMaNCe FaSHIoN, Paco New Look
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eNVIroNMeNTaL 
CoMMITMeNT

Tarkett is strongly committed to the environmental responsibility throughout 
all processes – from purchasing and using certified forest resources to 
producing and delivering eco-friendly products to the end consumers. 
we developed a strong sense of responsibility for the environment and 
therefore manufacture products in modern recycling society, without making 
compromises regarding product design and function. In our production, 
we reuse wood waste for making energy. Tarkett is devoted to promoting 
environmental excellence which can be trusted.

our commitment to maintaining sustainable environment has been proved by 
several certificates.

SILVER

Long-term sustainability means 
making smart choices – getting the 
right balance between technical 
quality and performance, different 
ecological aspects and aesthetics, 
while considering expense. Tarkett 
is working towards sustainable 
development in cooperation 
with different organizations. our 
wood flooring has been awarded 
with Silver level of Cradle-to-
CradleCM certification program, 
which evaluates environmental 
characteristics of a product 
throughout its life in circular 
economy. our wood flooring 
factory is also FSCTM certified.
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Tarkett rUSSIa
andropov avenue, bld. 18/7
115432, Moscow, russia
+7 495 7753737
www.tarkett.ru

Tarkett UkraINe
13, Staronavodnitskaya
str., sect G, of. 126-B
kiev, 01015 Ukraine
+ 380 44 569 12 21
www.tarkett.ua

Tarkett See
Industrijska zona bb
21400 Bačka Palanka, Serbia
+381 21 7557 649
www.tarkett.rs

Tarkett BeLarUS
Gvardeyskaya  str., 10, room 3,  
220035, Minsk, Belarus
+375 17 394 91 35
www.tarkett.ru

Tarkett kazakHSTaN
010000, republic kazakhstan, astana
Turan avenue, blbg.18, BC «Turan 18», block 
«B», office 504-507
+771 72 79 90 80 (81-84)
www.tarkett.kz


